“ANCHOR” SERIES OF TRANSFERS
THE "ANCHOR" THREADS

"ANCHOR" FLOX
for quick and effective embroideries

"ANCHOR" VELVENO
for Sports hats

"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON
for fine embroidery

"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER
for Richelieu and monograms

"ANCHOR" FILOSHEEN
for darning

"ANCHOR" FIL D'ECOSSE
for knitted socks and gloves

"ANCHOR" FLOSS EMBROIDERY
for white embroideries
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No.1

11" x 15½"
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No. 2

14 1/2" x 18 1/2"
“ANCHOR” COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No. 3

9 1/2" x 14"
“Anchor” Coton a Broder Transfer

Pattern No. 7

6" x 6"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No. 8

Circle 5¼" x 5¼"
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No. 9

Width 3"
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No 10

4" x 7¼"
"ANCHOR COTON A BRODER TRANSFER"

Pattern No. 12

4" x 9"
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No14
ANCHOR COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No 18      Width ¾

Pattern No 19      Width ⅜

Pattern No 20      Width ½

Pattern No 21      Width 1"

Pattern No 22      Width 1½"
"ANCHOR COTON A BRODER TRANSFER"

Pattern No 23

Width 2 3/4
ANCHOR COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Pattern No. 24

25½ × 26½
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER
Breakfast Tray Set

Pattern No25

20½ x 10
“ANCHOR” COTON A BRODER TRANSFER
Richelieu Tray Cloth and Cosy

Pattern No. 26
19" x 19"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER
Circular Richelieu Tea Cloth and Cosy
(Half Section)

Pattern No. 27
43½ Dia.
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER
Richelieu Design Suitable for Tea Cloth or Bedspread
(Half Section)

Pattern No. 28
34" x 34"
“ANCHOR” COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

LUNCHEON SET

Pattern Nos. 29 & 29a

Table Centre 18" dia.
Large Mats 10 3/4" dia.
Medium Mats 8" dia.
Small Mats 4" dia.
"ANCHOK COTON A BRODER TRANSFER"
For Pillow Cases, Sachets. Tray Mats

Pattern No 30
9 1/4" x 19"
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER
Suitable for Teacloths, Mats, etc.

Pattern No. 31
6 Dia.
"ANCHOK COTON A BRODER TRANSFER"
Suitable for Towels, Runners, Cosies, etc.

Pattern No. 32
36" x 3½"
"ANCHOR COTON A BRODER TRANSFER"

Suitable for Table Centres

Pattern No. 33

18" Dia.
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Suitable for Teacloths, Bedspreads, etc.

(Quarter Section)

Pattern No. 34

38¼ x 38½ sq.
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Border No. 1. Width 1 3/8"

Border No. 2. Width 1 3/8"

Border No. 3. Width 1 3/8"

Border No. 4. Width 1/8"
"ANCHOR" COTON A BRODER TRANSFER

Border No. 5. Width 1 1/2"

Border No. 6 Width 1 3/4"
"Anchor" Velveno or Flox Transfer

Pattern No. 102

12 1/2" x 34"
“ANCHOR” VELENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 103

13½” x 13½”

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 104

8" x 16½"
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 105

10"x22"
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 106

12 1/2" x 16"
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 107  Width 2"

Pattern No. 108  Width 2"

Pattern No. 109  Width 2"
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 110

15" x 15"
“ANCHOR” VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 111

8" x 14½"
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 112

9" x 17 3/4"
"Anchor" Velveno or Flox Transfer

Pattern No. 113

16" x 16"
"Anchor" Velveno or Flox Transfer

Pattern No. 114

6 1/2" x 6 1/2"
"ANCHOR" FLOX TRANSFER

Cosy Pattern No. 115

14" x 9 1/2"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
“ANCHOR” VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 117

2 1/4 x 25"
"Anchor" Flox Transfer

Pattern No. 118
"Anchor" Flox Transfer

Pattern No. 120

19" × 5"
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 121

43" x 43"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No. 122

19" x 19½"
"Anchor" FLUX Transfer

Pattern No. 125  15½ × 2½
"ANCHOR" FLOX TRANSFER

Pattern No 127  Width 3 1/2"
"ANCHOR" FLOX TRANSFER

Suitable for Runners, Table Covers, Curtains, etc.

Pattern No. 128

11 3/4 x 6 3/4
"ANCHOR" FLOX TRANSFER
For Curtains, Cushions, Table Covers, Runners, etc.
(Half Section)

Pattern No 129

24½" x 36½"
"ANCHOR" FLOX TRANSFER
For Curtains, Cushions, Table Covers, Runners, etc.
(Half Section)

Pattern No 130
12\(\frac{3}{4}\)" \(\times\) 33"

© ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" FLOX TRANSFER
For Curtains, Cushions, Table Covers, Runners, etc.

Pattern No 131

18" x 23½"

© ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" VELVENO OR FLOX TRANSFER

Suitable for Cushions, Bedspreads, etc.

Pattern No. 132

22 7/8 x 22 7/8
"Anchor" Floss Embroidery Transfer

Scalloped Border. Pattern No. 201c.
“Anchor” Floss Embroidery Transfer

"Anchor" Floss Embroidery Transfer

Camisole. Pattern No. 202 b.
"ANCHOR" FLOSS EMBROIDERY TRANSFER

Nightgown. Pattern No. 203a.
“ANCHOR” FLOSS EMBROIDERY TRANSFER

Camisole. Pattern No. 204.
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 301  
Width 1"  

Pattern No. 302  
Width 2½"
“ANCHOR” STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 304

11” x 11”
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 305

28\(\frac{3}{4}\)" × 8\(\frac{1}{2}\)"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No 306

15 1/2" × 15 1/2"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No 307

6½" x 24"
“ANCHOR” STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 308

19¾ x 3¾
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 309

11 x 6 3/4

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 310

10¾ × 8
"Anchor" Stranded Cotton Transfer

Pattern No. 311

14½ x 11
"Anchor" Stranded Cotton Transfer

Pattern No. 312

19½ × 6½
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 313

26½ × 14
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 314. 11\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 8
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 316

27½ × 7¼
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 317

15 1/2 x 13 1/2
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 318

10½" x 18½"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 319

Width 6"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 320  12" x 5"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Pattern No. 321
9" x 6"
"Anchor" Stranded Cotton Transfer

Pattern No. 322
Width 4½"
"Anchor" Stranded Cotton Transfer

Pattern No. 323

10" x 16"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER
Table Centre with Six Mats

Mat 1.

Table Centre 16" Dia.
Table Mats 8½" Dia.

Pattern No. 324
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER
(Half Section)

Pattern No. 325
30" x 4¼"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

For Table Covers, Cushions, Bedspreads, etc.
Six Designs on Transfer

Pattern No. 326

Size of Design 6" x 6"

see "The Needlewoman" No. 67
for Instructions and Colouring

Antique Pattern Library
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

For Borders of Towels, Traycloths, Cosies, etc.
Two Designs on Transfer

Pattern No. 327
Basket of Vegetables

Size of Design
6¼" x 3¾"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

For Borders of Towels, Traycloths, Cosies, etc.
Two Designs on Transfer

Pattern No. 328
Basket of Fruit

Size of Design
7½ x 4½
“ANCHOR” STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Suitable for Shawls, Table Covers, Curtains, etc.

Pattern No. 329

8½" × 15"
“ANCHOR” STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

For Children’s Dresses, Guest Towels, etc.

Pattern No. 330

2 3/8” x 9 1/4”
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER
For Cushions, Table Runners, etc.

Pattern No. 331  5 ¼" x 14"
"Anchor" Stranded Cotton Transfer

For Quilts, Cushions, etc.

Pattern No 332

10½ × 10½”
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

For Curtains, Cushions, Table Covers, Runners, etc.

(Half Section)

Pattern No 333

8" x 23"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY

SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER
For Curtains, Cushions, Runners, etc.
(Half Section)

Pattern No 334
10" x 19½"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Suitable for Cushions, Curtains, etc.

Pattern No. 335

5½" x 4¼" (Single design)
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Suitable for Applique Bedspreads, Cushions, Runners, Curtains, etc.

Pattern No 336

14\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 9\(\frac{1}{4}\)"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER
Suitable for Applique Bedspreads, Cushions, etc.

Pattern No. 337
18" × 18"

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Tea Cloth

Transfer also includes designs for Cosy and half-dozen Serviettes

Pattern No. 338. 23 3/4" x 23 3/4"
"ANCHOR" STRANDED COTTON TRANSFER

Suitable for Table Runners, Mats, Cushions, etc.

Pattern No. 339

6 3/8 x 6 3/8

4 squares to a transfer

ANTIQUE PATTERN LIBRARY
SOME RIGHTS RESERVED
"The Needlewoman"

An embroidery magazine full of simple and practical suggestions for home and personal use. It is published about the 15th of each month (4d. per copy or 5/- pre-paid subscription) by Messrs. Tillotsons (Bolton), Ltd., Mealhouse Lane, Bolton.